
Tbe next line conlains tbe progressive prefix and contrasts Pheasants attempts to keep walking as he is 
inlerrupted by tbe threatening dogs. 

25. 1:.-fluX*. 

proS·/so 

'He would be going along (and they would threaten him).' 

Due to time constraints, I must close this presentation here, wilh Pheasant in a predicament; I hope to 

expand this presentation al the conference. This introductory treatmenl should illustrate the appliC8bility of 
Smith's (1998) framework to Lushootseed aspect. 
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Toward an Analysis ofScbwa in Sliammon' 

Susan J. Blake 
Univenity of Britisb Columbia 

Stressed schwa "tends to occur only in closed syllables in Salish languages. " 
Kinkade (1997: 206) 

I. Introduction 
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The goal of this paper is to present a preliminary analysis of the representation and 
distribution of schwa (;) in Sliammon, and to show how a surface constraint (or constraints) 
which bans schwa in stressed open syllables (informally abbreviated as, ·Ca) plays a central role 
in the organization of the grammar of the language". This phonological constraint when 
combined with olher constraints within the grammar has far-reaching implications for the 
phonological and mOqJhological structure of the language. The examples of the role of (-Ca) 
discussed in this paper are (I) the surface realization of glonalized resonants, (2) Onset 
Formation, as outlined in (3) and discussed in detail in §4. The constraint ·Ca also plays a role 
in determining Control Transitive allomoqJhy §S.I, and helps to provide an explanation for the 
lack of non-reduplicative consonantal (C-) prefixes in the language §S.2. 

In Blake (1992: 43-45), I observe that schwa in Sliammon tends to occur in the following 
two contexts: (a) in an unstressed closed syllable (i.e. C~ syllable) or (b) in an open syllahle 
which bears primary stress (Ca), as illustrated by the data in (1-2). 

(I) Schwa in closed syllables: C~ 

IDput 
pq-pq 
lin-1m 
fituxWn 

HpCIlIbaIia 
pQqpQq 
tin1;)m 
fituxW3n 

0 .... 
./1 while MG 1988: 129 
10 barbecue (fish) MG 1988: 434 

blackbeny MG 1988 61 

• Slianunon IllIy1aJUtbm) is a Wesl Coast Salish language spoken jusl north of Powell River on the Malaspma 
Peninsula at Sliammon, B.C. The term "Slianunon" is used here as a cover term 10 refer In the language of Ihe 
Sliammon, Klahoose, and Homalco people. I am most gralefulto Ihe Sliammon Chief and (·ouncil, Ibe Slianunon 
Treaty Society, and Sliammon Elders for permission to study their language. Thanks 10 PatriCIa A Sbaw "" 
helpful discussion regarding issues contained in this paper. Special thanks 10 Paul Kroeber for detailed feedba,k 
and comments, on a previnus drafl. All errors are of course my own responsibility. I acknowledge support froon 
UBC University Graduale Fellowship 1994·1995 and SSHRCC aranI1l41O-92·1629 awarded 10 Dr Patricia 1\ 

Shaw. My continued researcb on the language has also been generousty supported from a granl from Ibe Melvltk 
and Elizabelh Jacobs Funds (1996), SSItRCC Docloral Fellowship 11752·96·1924. and TLEI' Granl. awarded III 
Dr. Palricia A. Shaw. Forms cited fromlbe TLEF projeci arc labelled (Cedar·lo·CDROM) 

"in the discussion which follows I will be referring 10 surface structure conslraints of lhe kind used wilbon 
Optimality Theory (OT); however. the reader is referred 10 my dissertalion (Blake in prep) for the fonnal 
Iheoretical analysis. The goal in Ihis paper is 10 presenllhc data wilh discussion of the kinds of constrainls whidl 
drive the analysis. 



(2) Schwa in stressed open syllahles: (';$ 

Input 
x"Xaj 
xW~aj=ukw -t ' 
bpxW-RH)lnch 

:I-q:JeDthesis 
XW;S)\aj 
xW;$~ajukWt 
X;$X;.pxw 

t''';$kWa 

Output 
[XW;S~oy] 
[xW;S~ajukwhth] 

(X;SX;!PXW ] 

(t"';SkWa] 

loss 
ountain goat 

1. gO.1t blanket 
ecome broken 

irdib/e root 
i 

Soun:e 
M(J 1988: 497 
MG 1988: 252 
MG 1988: 151 

MG 1988: 12 
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Although schwa does appear to occur in stresseq open syllables as shown by the data in (2) 
ahove. there are also a number of strategies which are employed in order to avoid stressed schwa 
in an open syllahle. as shown hy the data in (3). I 

(:1) A voidance of stressed schwa in an open syllab e 

Input :l-q:JeDthesis Output! Syllabification 1088 Proces8es 
8ym f);.y;.m 837·Ylm o sink R' restructuring 
eillm e;'lll;!m 837. t'll;!m ig {or cod O' restructuring 

ta·tm tat;!m iat .I;!m edar sticks Onset formation 
pxWm[ -i-] p;!xwim pu. xWem team V -strengthening 

What all of these strategies in (3) have in common ~s that they prevent schwa from occuring in a 
stressed open syllable. thus satistying the constrain~ ·C:S. 

'Ahhreviations used in the morpheme-by-morpheme glosses are as follows: =introduces a lexical suffix. RED
reduplicative prclix. Inch-inchoative. Imp-imperfective. Dim-diminutive. A period is used to indicate syllable 
""undaries. Starred forms· are judged as ungrammatical by Sliammon speakers. The data which appear in this 
paper are based on my field notes ( 1988-1999). Special thanks to my the Sliammon, Klahoose, Homalco language 
consultants living in Sliammon for their patience. and expertise. Forms from these fieldnotes are ciled with the 
consultants initials. followed by the date (day/month/year) and utterance number. Mrs. Mary George (MG) Mrs. 
Agnes McCiee (AM). Mrs. Sue Pielle (SP). Mrs. Marion Harry (MH). Mrs. Eva Hanson (EH). Mrs. Helen 
lIanson (1111). Mrs. Elsie Paul (EP). Mrs. Phyllis Dominic (PD). Mr. Joe Mitchell (JM). Mr. Pete Harry (PU). 
Mrs. Annie Dominick (AD). Mr. Dave Dominick (DD). 

'This edible rool grows in clumps and is prepared in a traditional rock-pit fire. 11 is steamed. peeled and eaten. 
MG calls Ihem 'Indian bananas' due 10 their characteristic yellow colour, clustering bunches. and the fact that they 
are easily peeled (once cooked). This root. along with sea urchin, is considered a delicacy. The plant itself is a 
fine-stemed fern. TIlese mots may well be the rhizomes orthe spiny wood fern. 
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The contrast between (2-3) raises the following question: under what set of conditions 
does schwa occur in (stressed) open syllables? I propose here that the constraint which aligns the 
head of the prosodic word (PrWd) to the left-edge of the lexical stem outranks the constraint 
against (stressed) schwa in an open syllable. This means that it is more important for primary 
stress to be properly aligned with the left-edge of the stem domain than it is to obey the 
constraint which bans stressed schwa in open syllables'. In this context schwa will occur in a 
stressed open syllable, if no other strategy mitigates against it. 

This paper is a long over-due presentation of research which I began in the context of my 
M.A. Thesis (Blake 1992) and constitutes current work in progress. The material presented in 
this paper is part of my doctoral dissertation (Blake, in prep.). I also hope that this adds to the 
cross-linguistic studies of schwa in other Salish languages: Bagemihl (1991) on Bella Coola, 
Matthewson (1994) on St'lit'imcets (Lillooet), Shaw (1993, 1994), Roberts (1993), Roberts & 
Shaw (1994) on St'lit'imcets (Lillooet), Bianco (1996) on Cowichan, Willet and Czycowska
Higgins (1995) on Nxa'amxcin (Moses-Columbian), and Kinkade (1997) for Upper Chehalis, so 
that a cross-linguistic picture of the behaviour of this vowel emerges. 

Sliammon provides a rich testing ground regarding the representation of schwa, the brief 
neutral vowel [:lJ which shows special phonological properties in many languages. It is argued 
here, that there are three different "kinds" of schwa in Sliammon, as evidenced by their 
phonological behaviour: (i) excrescent schwas, (ii) epenthetic schwas, and (iii) reduced full 
vowels, which have the same prosodic structure as schwa. I present examples and discussion of 
each one in tum. In the next section, I present the consonant and vowel inventory of 
Sliammon followed by my assumptions regarding the prosodic and melodic representation of 
schwa § 1.2, before turning to further discussion regarding its surface distribution. 

• Also the morphological constraints on the satisfaction of a reduplicative prefix may outrank the phonological 
constraints against C:I. 
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1.1 SliammoD Consonants and Vowels 

(4) Sliammon Phonemic Inventory (adapted from Blake 1992) 

I'OA Labial Interdental DentaV Lateral Alveo- Velar Uvular Glottal 
Alveolar Palatal 

Palatals 
Manner 
f)lusivcs p tit =" t X ~ k kW q qW 
1·n>ntJ jJ ," =,,' i ~ ~' )( )(W q qW 
plain 

I gluttalil.ed 
t'ricalivcs e s 1 ~ (x) XW 

X XW h 

Rcs.m;,ants m n I ~ w 
I,on\ m n f y W 1 
plain 
gIOIL~li7.ed L J=Y g=W 

L' j=Y' g=W' 

i u 
Vowels 

[a) 

a 

Nole: IL/ ...... lw - y -1-1); 1]1 ..... (J - y - i - ~); IgI- [g - w - u - XW). 

It is worth making a couple of comments with respect to the vowel inventory. The vowel 
contrast in Sliammon is low/non-Iow distinction. The non-low vowels Ii, uI are often realized as 
(e, 0] respectively. I have changed my former usage of Ie, 0, a! in order to minimize 
Iranscription differences between authors writing on Sliammon, and to also make it easier for 
Ihose wishing 10 do comparative research in Salish; this is a point also made by Kinkade (1997: 
212. tid). It should be noted however that the symbols Ii, uI are abbreviations for a set of 
phonological tcalures. which I argue are specified as follows: Iii COR, lui LAB (rd), and Ia! nOR 
(low J. This means that wilhin a theory of markedness, IiI with it's COR specification is the least
marked full vowel in the system. This will have implications for the analysis of diminutive 
reduplication, plural -vg suffixation, control transitive. allomofllhY, and so on -- impJicati.ons 
which are heyond the scope oflhe present paper. The.surface height of the non-low vowels I~, ul 
is detennined by the height of adjacent consonants, via consonant-vowel (C-Y) feature shanng. 
The alveopalalal and palatal consonants are specified as COR DOR (hi], labio-velar consonants 
are LAB Ird], nOR [hi] whereas the post-velar consonants have a PUAR node. Uvulars are 
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specified as PilAR nOR. whereas laryngeals are PilAR. Ii, ul are Ii, uJ next 10 
alveopalatals/palatals, whereas they are Ie, 0] in the environment of posl-velars, and lablals for 
example. For further discussion regarding Ihe consonantal and vocalic system in Sliammon see 
Blake (1992, in prep), Watanabe (1994). 

Now let's tum to a discussion of the prosodic and featural representation of schwa. Schwa 
[a], on the other hand, is represented as a bare Nucleus (NUC) which lacks phonological features, 
and is coloured by adjacent consonants, as stated above. 

1_2 The Representation ofScbwa 

I adopt Shaw's (1993,1994) Nuclear Moraic Model in which schwa is Nuclear, and non-moraic. 
The representation for schwa is given in (5). In addition to the prosodic representation of this 
vowel (i.e. a bare nucleus), it should be noted that schwa lacks inherent vowel place features, as 
argued in Blake (1992). 

(5) Nuc 

Full vowels, on the other hand, are represented as both Nuclear and moraie, as in (6). The full 
vowels Ii, u, a! dominate the vocalic place features (t). 

(6) Nuc 
I 

~ 
[l:if] 

Kroeber (1989: 108) claims that schwa and the surface variants of schwa are generally "lax and a 
bit shorter than the allophones of non-schwa vowels, at least in stressed open syllables." The 
fact that schwa is shorter than the full vowels Ii, u, a! is encoded here by a difference in their 
moraie structure. 

The proposal that schwa is non-moraic in Sliammon is supported by the phonological 
behaviourof[CaC) weak roots versus [CVC, caCq roots (cf. Blake 1992:40-42). As Kroeber 
(1989: 109-110) points out there are at least three cases in which cae roots behave differently 
from CYC and CaRC roots. First, in the formation ofCV- Imperfective reduplication, both CVC 
and CaRC roots retain their root vowel, whereas cae roots lose their vowel. Secondly, both 
CVC and CaRC roots have a vowel which occurs before the transitive suffix, whereas cae: roOIS 
do not take this "linking" vowel. Finally, although all roots seem to lose their vowel in CV
diminutive reduplication,.CYC roots copy the root vowel as the vowel of the affix, whereas Cae: 
roots take Ci- as the reduplicative prefix rather than a Ca- prefix. The fact that CVC and CaRC 
roots pattern together suggests that they share a common structural representation. In this paper, 
it is proposed that CVC and CaRC roots are both bimoraic (CVC~~ and caCc~ll) whereas Cae: 
roots are monomoraic (CaC~) thus in part reflecting the special non-moraic status of schwa. 

II is also claimed here that schwa lacks inherent phonological features as shown by the 
representation in (5) above, and as such is subject to colouration by adjacent consonants (and 
vocalic nuclei). (cf. Blake 1992:35-42). The range of phonetic colouration of schwa is shown by 
the data in (7). 
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(7) Schwa Colouration 

Input + ~-epenthesis Output Gloss Source 
11l;lX (mAX - m:iX] calm (water) M<; 19RII: 673 
S;1'll-S;llll (Silnslmj iI's already dried Cedar-Io-CDROM 
l:tk\\'-at (1l1l(Wth] pull il M(; 191111: 410 
bXW~y (X:iwXw Ay - X:5Xw Ay] chum, dog salmon MU 1988: 184 
s;l~;lm . [sAXAm] mcing canoe MG 19RII: 63 
q;ll'-qap=awlls [qApqapaw~s] bats MG 19RR: 137 
Ill;:>'? -~t [ma7th] take it MG 19118: 43~ 
m;l?;\-m;>X [Imi?a ~ ~m Alh] a - a always calm MG 1988: 675 
<j;:l4 tXW [4aq~txW] burning EH 27104199: 31 
s;llil-it [sE?~mEthJ dried Cedar-Io-CDROM 
'h1l;1Il ('ldt;>n] to eal; food Ell 27/04/99: 18 

Epcnthetit: schwa in Sliammon is coloured by the spreading or sharing of adjacent consonantal -
~rticlliator Iwdes (LAB. COR. DOR. PilAR) and the features they dominate, with a fair degree of 
variation'. Schwa becomes [I - i] in the environment of alveopalatals, palatals and plain velars. 
Schwa is realized as [lI] in the environment of labio-velars whereas it is slightly lower rounded 
sc.hw~ [;:>w - 'J] in the environment of labialized uvulars. Schwa is lowered to [A] in the context 
01 plaID uvulars. whereas it is lowered to a brief [a] in the environment of laryngeals th, 7/. Davis 
( 1970) and Urbanczyk (1999), suggest that schwa becomes [E] when it occurs after an 
~Iveopalatal and before a laryngeal. This appears to extend to all plain post-velars, so that when 
sc.hw~ occurs after an alveopalatal and before a plain uvular stop, it is also realized as [E], given 
this view. Blake (1992,1995), and Watanabe (1994) make a slightly different claim in which 
schwa neutralizes with the low vowellal before a laryngeal, and then assimilates to the preceding 
alveo-palat~1 yielding [E)'. What is striking about schwa in Sliammon is that it has a wide range 
of phonetic variability; the surface realization of this vowel varies both across speakers and 
across tokens from the same speaker. 

In this paper. I claim that the surface distribution of schwa in Sliammon is predictable 
from surf~ce prosodic constraints. For example, schwa surfaces between a word-initial 

'Mallhnvsnn (1<)<)4: 4) in her discussion of Lillooel schwa slales thai "consonants on both sides of I~I colour il~ 
realizalion. in a non-discrete fashion. suggesting phonetic interpolation effects rather than phonological processes." 
This is likely Ihe case in Sliammon as well given the range of variation in its surface reali711tion as well as its 
variahle rralizalion hOlh hctwcen speakers. and from the same speaker on different occasions. 

"Wilhin Ihr Nuclear Mnmic Model adopted here. there maybe a way to tell between the two analyses. If schwa 
IIclllrali7.es wilh la/, Ihen it may well take on the prosodic characteristics of the full vowel. i.e. il would be nuclear 
and l1loraic I I' schwa is simply coloured hy the preceding and following consonants. then the prosodic structure 
or Ihis vowel likely remains unchanged. In this case. the resulting vowel would be nuclear but crucially non
moraie. given my current assumptions. It will importanllherefore to note any observahle differences in behaviour 
of sur lace If I which could be attrihuted to a dilference in phonological weight. This issue is beyond the scope of 
Ihe present paper. hul I rerer the interested reader 10 my dissertation for further discussion. 
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consonant cluster in order to satisfY the high-ranking constraint against complex onsets in the 
language. Schwa is also epenthesized in order to satisfy Proper I-Ieadedness. the requirement 
that the syllable which is the head of the prosodic word has a nucleus, as shown by the contrast 
between stressed initial C:iC syllables versus final Minor syllables: CC which contain a syllabic 
obstruent, as will be argued in §4.3. Kinkade (1997: 208) argues that epenthetic schwa in Upper 
Chehalis is both non-momic and unspecified for phonological features, providing comparative 
evidence supporting the proposed representation of schwa in Sliammon. 

In this paper, I argue that there are three different schwas in Sliammon, as evidenced by 
their phonological behaviour. The first distinction to be made is the difference between 
excrescent versus epenthetic schwas. 

2. Excrescent Schwas 
Sliammon has many excrescent schwas. It is essential to maintain the distinction between 
"excrescent" vowels as opposed to "epenthetic" vowels in Sliammon. In his paper on syllable 
structure in Bella Coola, Bagemihl (1991: 600) discusses the characterisitcs of excrescent 
vowels, following work by Levin (1987),. These generalizations are presented in (8) below: 

(8) Excrescent vowels 

a The quality of an excrescent vowel is variable, frequently tends towards schwa, 
and is generally determined by phonetic coarticulation effects. The surface quality of 
an excrescent vowel does not necessarily correspond to any of the underlying vowel 
qualities of the language. 

b. The insertion of an excrescent schwa is triggered by the need for a 
transition between adjacent articulations, and is not inserted in order to 
syllabifY stray consonants. Phonological rules do not refer to an excrescent 
schwa. 

Excrescent schwas in Sliammon are transcribed here as a brief raised schwa [~]. The central 
point to be made in· this section is that these brief transitional schwas show the same cluster of 
properties attributed to excrescent vowels in (8.a-b) above. 

The data in (9.a-e) show an excrescent schwa in the environment of a resonant whereas 
(9.f) shows excrescent schwa between two identical stops. The data in (9.g) show that a very 
brief excrescent vowel is also heard after stressed (€] or Ie]. A comparison of the syllabification 
of forms in (9) columns 2-3 show that excrescent schwas are not considered separate syllable 
peaks by Sliammon consultants'. 

'Matthewson (1994), Bianco (1996), and Kinkade (1997) present similar argumentation, citing Bagemihl's (1991) 
research on syllable structure in Bella Coola. 

'A detailed analysis of syllabiliction is not presented here. The interested reader should refer to Blake (1992) or 
Blake (in prep.) for details. 
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(l») Excrescent Schwa 

Inpul OulputlSyll *Syll Peak Gloss Source 
:I. YIJ-nt Ylpt - aYlpth *f'lla. Ylpth hrmk it MG23/04/98: 9 
h. yt[ -i-) y~_ay~ ·rna . y~ lilll M{i 1988: 370 
c. mA-mut mAlla. moth *mA . X;> . mot very c.l/m MG 1988: 674 
d. Imp-xa'l-mut Xa . XaV . moth ·xa . Xa . -P. mot he~, really Lll1 MG 12/06/98: I 6 
e. qayx qay". X *qa. yax, Mink AM28/06/97:46 
r. Ct-at-as cit" . tas *C[ . P. tas he cut it E1127/04/99:74 
g. pilq pea. 1/4 *pe . (1);> . IAq hracket fungus MG09/06/98:16 

It seems worthwhile to note that excrescent schwa occurs between an obstruent and 
lollowing resonant or vice versa, and provides a transition between consonants with different 
mnjor class Icntures. The obstruent is unmarked for the feature [sonorant] whereas resonants 
nre specified lor the realure [sonorant). Contrast this with what happens in (9.g). Here the 
excrescent schwa occurs between a Front non-low vowel Ie] and a following resonant. In 
this case, the excrescent vowel provides a transition between adjacent sonorant segments with 
dirferent place or articulation. Given my present analysis of the phonology and morphology of 
the language there does not seem to be any evidence that these excrescent vowels are referred to 
hy any rule or constraint within the grammar. I conclude therefore that these schwas are 
phonologically inactive and thereFore excrescent. 

2.1 Echo Vowels 
Davis (1970: 25) notes that the realization of the glottal phoneme m in Sliammon "is that 

orpartial, not complete closure." He states that "laryngeal constriction I'] rather than a stop I?] 
1I10st often occurs." There is often an echo vowel, represented here as a brief raised excrescent 
vowel. after the partial glottal closure, as shown by the data in column two'. 

(10) Echo Vowels 
Input OUtpul Syllabification ·Syllable peak Gloss Soun:e 
xW'l [xWa?"] xWa'l • xwa. ?a no MG30/06/97: 17 
qWf [ q"lil?;>] qWlil? *qWlll. ?" come MG23/04/98:26 

tfC(i] [ta?ahe] ta? he *13. 'la. he round AM29/06/97: I 3 
qawum [q,i?awum] qa? wum *qa . ?a . Wllm eye AM30/06/97:6 

llwut'fl [ qa'lawul'fl] qa? WUlll *qa . ?a . WUlll uvula AM30/06/97:24 

'li f-it ('h'lfJfth) ?E? . IEth *?€ . ?E . IEtI' shallow MG04/06/98:39 

-------------

.. As was poinled oUI 10 me by Ian Maddieson (p.c. (998), il seems likely Ihal Ihis echo vowel may be betlcr 
underRlond as a broken vowel in which Ihe glOltal I'll simply re)lresenls Ihe mosl prominenl glollal pulse during 
Ihe articulalion of a creaky vowel. These creaky vowels would perhaps be belief represented as [aill. a vowel 
which is oral lelf approximately the lirsl half of ils duralion. and creaky for approximalely Ihe second half of ils 
duration. 
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Echo vowels, like excrescent schwas, are not considered separate syllable peaks by Sliammon 
consultants, as shown by a comparison of Ihe data in (10) columns three and four. 

Since excrescent vowels and echo vowels are not referred to by phonological conslraints 
nor do they figure into the prosodic structure of Ihe language (i.e. they are not syllabified as 
syllable nuclei), they are not discussed further. However, it is worth emphasizing that anyone 
working on the language must make the dislinction between excrescenl versus epenlhellc 
schwas. The nexi section presents an analysis of epenthetic schwa. 

2.2 Epenthetic Schwa 

There are other schwas in Sliammon, transcribed here as [;}], which are considered a 
separate syllable peak by Sliammon speakers, as shown by the data in (II). This .is in contrast to 
the cases of excrescent schwa in (9) above. Recall from § 1.2, that schwa lacks Inherent vocahc 
place features, and as such is subject to colouration from adjacent consonants. Note: focus on 
Ihe stressed schwa in the first syllable of each form. 

( II) Schwa functions as a syllable peak 

Input Output Syllabification Glos8 Soun:e 
np=sn n;Spslll n:lp. Sill tripped EH 27/04/99: 25 

(Uc[-i-] (:lIIK - {AIIK {:ll . Itt< a hole EH 27/04/99: 57 

tt-at-as c;St"tas - CI Ptas C:lt . tas he cut it EH 27/04/99: 74 

Imp-tKW-at-as t;StKw;}tAS t;St . KW;} . lAS. he's pulling it EH 04/06/99: 29 

There are also many sets of morphologically related words in Sliammon which show 
schwa-zero alternations: a- 12'. Given this alternation, we need to determine the conlext(s) in 
which schwa surfaces and those contexts in which is does not, and whether or not the 
dislribution of this vowel is predictable. There are a number of recent proposals for olher Salish 
languages, Matthewson (1994), Roberts and Shaw (1995), Kinkade (1997) .that schwa is nol 
present in underlying representation rather it's distribution is cI~imed to be ent~rely predlclabl~. 

Epenthetic schwas in Sliammon will not be incl~ded In the under~ylng represenlatlOn 
since their distribution and surface realization is claImed to be predIctable. Schwa IS 
epenlhesized for purposes of stress assignment, or to syllabifY a word-internal slra~ded 
consonant, whereas schwa is not epenthesized in metrically weak word-final syllables, as WIll be 
shown in §4.3. . . 

Consider the following predicates which can be used as nouns, and Ihelr corresponding 
diminutive forms which show that surface schwa alternates with zero: (a - 12'). 

My research confirms that weak roots lake Ci- as the diminutive ~eduplicative prefix 
ralher than Ca-, as in column three. Diminutive is also marked by glottahzahon of the rightmost 
resonant (wilh a number of complexities), and may also take the diminutive suffix I-utI in 
addition to Ihe Ci- reduplicative prefix. (cf. Blake (1992, 1995), Watanabe (1994), and Blake (III 
prep) for a more detailed analysis of the diminutive.) The point which is of relevance here is the 
presence and absence of schwa between the firsl and second consonants of the rool. 
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(I ~) Fpcnthctic Schwa'" 

Root Noun: (:I] Diminutive: 0 Gloss 
pqW p;lqWay pi-p. qWay 'mlten wood; bit of rotten wood' 
eyat 8Sya'l ei-e. yat 'lake; small lake ' 
kWIJay kW;lIJay kWi_kw. nay 'lid; smaJllid' 
XxWay X;iXWay Xi-X. xWay 'dog salmon; small dog salmon' 
pskt p;,'isbt pi-p . ski. tu't 'biscuit; small biscuit' 
nxwi't n;,'ixWit ni-n . xWi't 'dugout canoe; small dllgollt canoe' 
sxm s;,1x;lm si-s, Xim 'racing canoe; small racing canoe' 
ms m;,'is mi-rn, su,t 'mink; small mink' . , 

si-s . rna . ?ut 'blue mussel; small blue mussel' sma S;lma 

In ( 12) column two. schwa epenthesis occurs between the first two consonants (C I and 
('2) in order to syllabify this initial consonant cluster since there is a highly ranked constraint 
against complex onsets (*Complex Onset) in Sliammon. Contrast this with the diminutive 
examples in column three in which the first consonant (CI) functions as the coda to the first 
syllable whereas the second consonant (C2) is the onset to the second syllable. Since the 
consonants are syllabi tied. schwa epenthesis is not required". 

I\s a further instance of ;) alternating with 0, consider the following perfective and 
imperfective pairs in (13). 

I "Please nole lhal Ihc dala in (12) are ahstract representations and do not accurately reOectthe surface phonetic 
ronns. 'n,ey are provided as such in order to illustrate the schwa-zero alternations more clearly. The 
corresponding surface limns show the following additional properties: epenthetic schwa is coloured by adjacent 
consonants. vowel height assimilalion or full vowels. vowel reduction. vowel strengthening. glottatization. 
degl"",,li"'lion. and glo",,1 reslrllcluring. The phonetic ronns are as follows: [1':5« "yJ. (pepqw"Y1: [e31:>yd]. 
IflifPyrll: Ik",i7'nAyl, IkwikW'nAyl: I~WjxWay], [It.ltxWay]; [p~sktt). [p{pskYi:ti>t]; [mixWt1J - [nuxwI1J. 
Ininxwdl: [slix"'nl, IsisXfml: [rnlis]. [rn{'l'msut]; [s31ma]. [sls';'a101J. 

"Nole thol limns like s~x~rn 'racing C.1Ooe· show that schwa epenthesis also occurs between an obstruent and 0 

li.llowing resonant since codas with sonority reversals are disallowed The role or sonority on syllahification will 
not he discussed rurlher here. Sec Rianco (1996. 1998) for the role of sonority in syllabification/metrical structure 
in C'owichan. for example. 

to 
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( 13) Epenthetic Schwa 

Root Pcri::ctive: Imperfective: 0 Gloss 
(:I] 

~pxw ~;ipxw ~;i-~pxwat: 'break; I'm breaking it' 
8t'6-m 8St'll;)m 8S-et'll;)rnt: 'jig for cod; I'm jigging' 
JX J;iX J;i-JX [Ji:X] 'run; he's running' 
ns-m n:Sli;)m n;,'i-ri~;)m 'swim; swimming' 
~wi ~wM ~w;s_~w,t 'spill; spilling' 
kw't kW;Sit kW;S-kwtt 'lin tie it; untying it' 
Ci Mt ~;)-~t 'rain; raining' 
XWX xW;SXigan XW;S-xWXigan 'half full; half filling things' 

In (13) column two, schwa occurs between the first two consonants (CI and C2) in order 
to syllabify this initial consonant cluster, just as in (12) above. Contrast this with the 
imperfective examples in column three in which the first consonant (CI) functions as the coda to 
the first syllable whereas the second consonant (C2) is the onset to the second syllable. In this 
case, the consonants are SYllabified, alleviating the need for epenthetic schwa. 

All Sliammon scholars to date have noted that primary stress in the language tends to be 
word-initial. This is analyzed here as a high-ranked constraint which ensures that the left-edge 
of the prosodic word (PrWd) is aligned with the left-edge of the lexical stem. Schwa is required 
in order to satisfY Proper Headedness which ensures that the head of the foot receiving primary 
stress (v) has a syllable containing a nucleus. By epenthesizing schwa between CI and C2, the 
syllable structure constraint which strongly dis prefers complex onsets (*Complex Onset) in the 
language is also satisfied. 

To summarize, epenthetic schwa in Sliammon plays two important functions: (i) it 
provides a nucleus which satisfies the constraint which ensures that the foot which is head of the 
prosodic word is properly headed, and (ii) epenthetic schwa satisfies syllable structure 
constraints, the one discussed briefly here is the ban on complex onsets. Tk fact that epenthetic 
schwa does not occur in word-final syllables is discussed in §4. 

3.0 Strengthening ofStmised Synables 

Kager (1995: 367) notes that "stress tends to be enhanced segmentally: stressed syllables 
may be strengthened by vowel lengthening or by gemination, while stressless syllables may be 
weaked by vowel reduction." Clear cases of phonological vowel lengthening in stressed open 
syllables are difficult to find in Sliammon, although it is worth mentioning that full vowels in 
stressed open syllables do tend to be phonetically lengthened (generally transcribed as half
lon~). In the next section §3, I, I present cases of intervocalic resonants (ambisyllabic Igeminate) 
which appear to ~nhance the prominence of the syllable bearing primary stress, In §3,2, I show 
that full vowels III an unstressed syllable undergo vowel reduction. Vowel reduction is viewed 
as a strategy which enhances the prominence of the stressed syllable by adding a mora, 

Consider the following data which suggests that ambisyllabicity (gemination?) of intervocalic 
resonants involves strengthening of the stressed syllable, as shown by the data in (14-15). 

t I 
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3.1 Ambisyllabicity 

The data in (14-15) show that an intervocalic resonant is systematically parsed by speakers as 
the coda to the preceding syllable and as the onset to the following syllable. This occurs with CC 
and eec roots in (14), and with roots containing a full vowel in (15). 

(14) Ambisyllabicity with CC and CCC Roots 

Input 
qWf-a exWm 
t(f-a cap sm 
wn-m-mm 
klft[-i-J 
ilk\-i-J 

Output 
[qwtffa:exwumJ 
[qWu\'a:clps:lm] 
[w;Snamln) 
[IWle) 
[iAhk) 

Syllabificalion 
qW;Sf. Ia:e . XW:lm 
qW;Sf . Ia: . CIP . S:lm 
wan. na. mm 
Kal. lIe 
1;S1.IIK 

(15) Ambisyllabicity with full vowel roots 

Input 
'limae 
7ayis 
7aya7-s 
REDpL-janxW 

kul=awlxw 

Output 
[7€m:l8] 
[7ayis - 7aYIS] 
[7aYE7s] 
[jInjEnuxW ] 

(kWulawt(xw)j 

Syllabification 
7em. m:l6 
7ay . Yls 
7ay.. YE7s 
);Sn . JEn . n:lXW 

kwul.lawt" 

Gloss 
Are you sg. coming? 
Are you pI. coming? 

a drill 
crooked 
a hole 

Gloss 
grandchild 
man's sister 
his house 
loIs offish 

school 

Source 
MG 23104/98: 29 
MG 23/04198: 30 
EH 27/04/99: 58 
EH 06105199: 2 
EH 27/04/99: 57 

Soun:e 
EH 27/04/99 
EH 27/04/99: 6 
EH 27/04/99: II 
EH 27/04199: 23 
EH 27/04/99: 49 

As indicated by the syllabification in (14-15) column three, an intervocalic resonant is parsed 
into both syllables. Ambi-syllabicity, a term which means "belonging to both syllables" is often 
represented as in ( 16). 

( 16) 

The resonant C2 occupies both the coda of the first syllable, and the onset of the second syllable, 

hence the term "ambi-syllabic". 
The question which remains unanswered at this point is whether of not "ambisyllabic" 

resonant is moraic or not? (i.e. is it truly ambi-syllabic or is it a geminate?) If all coda 
consonants are moraic in the language as evidenced by compensatory lengthening, stress facts, 
etc. then there is no inherent length contrast in consonants in the language. If ambi-syllabic 
con'sonants are non-moraic then these are the only non-moraic coda consonants in the language. 
As mentioned before however there are many questions. Native speakers certainly syllabify 
these strings differently, and Harris (\981) writing on Island Comox wrote .these c~nso~ants. as 
geminates. Paul Kroeber (p.c.) ~otes that these con~onants may be lon~er In duration, Judgmg 
from his own transcriptions ofShammon, but that thiS needs to be check mstrumentally. 
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Not only is the prominence of the head of the stress foot enhanced if possible via 
ambisyllabicity (gemination), but the prominence of the unstressed syllable is also reduced, by 
reduction of a full vowel Ii, u, ai, as is shown in the next section. 

3.2 Vowel Reduction 

The central claim in this section is that a "reduced full vowel" has the prosodic properties 
of schwa, in that it is realized as a non-moraic nucleus (NUC), yet maintains the featural 
specification of the underlying full vowel. The metrical (foot) structure of the language becomes 
important in showing where and when vowel reduction takes place. 

Syllables in Sliammon are grouped together into left-dominant feet (or trochees), Blake 
(1992, 1995, in prep.), Urbanczyk (I 999.b). Trochaic feet are ideally bi-moraic (fifi) (that is 
they satis/)' FtBinfi) but may be tri-moraic (fiJiJi) (i.e. an "uneven" trochee), under pressure to 
incorporate moras into syllables (Parse-fi-to-O), and incorporate syllables into the foot (Parse-o
to Foot). 

Vowel reduction appears to be driven by the metrical foot structure of the language in the 
following way. Vowel reduction, which is analyzed here as the loss of a mora <fi> associated 
with the weak syllable of a metrical foot, occurs in at least two contexts: (i) in order to create a 
single bisyllabic trimoraic foot, and (ii) in order to create a well-balanced hi-syllabic bi-moraic 
trochee. Consider each case in turn. 

3.2.1 Bisyllabic Trimoraic Foot 

In the first case, vowel reduction reduces the total number of moras from four to three so 
that both syllables can be incorporated into a single metrical foot. As shown by the examples in 
(17), the vowel in the unstressed syllable is "reduced" in the surface form: laI-+ [A] as in (17.a), 
IiI -+ (I] as in (17.b), and lui -+ (u] as in (l7.c). This vowel reduction is interpreted as a 
reduction in vowel quantity (i.e. the loss of a mora). Note that in (17.b) it is the second foot in 
(t'lliY)Ft(~)Ft 'twisted spine' which undergoes reduction, as indicated by the foot structures 
in columns three and four. 

(17) Vowel reduction occurs in metrically weak (unstressed) syllable 
(JiJi . NucJi Ji) ~ (fiJi· Nuc<Ji> Ji) *(JiJi . fiJi) 

Input Output V-reduction *V -reduction Gloss 
sup=nac [sopnAc] (soPJ.lJ.l· nAcJ.l) *(soPJ.lJ.l· nacJ.lJ.l) tail 

t'lliyt=agic [t'lliyta7glch] (ta? J.lJ.I.glcJ.l) *(ta7J.1J.1.gicJ.lJ.l) twisted spine 

s7t-mut [s€7t:lmuth] (s€7tJ.ll'.mutJ.l) *(s€?tJ.lJ.l. mutJ.lJ.l) vel)' high 

Sowcc 
MG 1988: 551 

AM 27/06/98: 23 

EH 11106/99: 10 

Vowel reduction is analyzed here as the loss of the mora associated with the vowel in the second 
syllable without any alteration to either its nuclear or featural content. The examples in (I 7) 
show that there is pressure to group two syllables into a single foot (FtBin 0) however feet are 
maximally tri-moraic in Sliammon. The strategy which the language utilizes in order to satisfy 
these conflicting constraints is Vowel reduction -- the underparsing or deletion of a mora 
(*Max-Ji). 
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Since the head of the foot (i.e. the stressed syllable) prefers to he prominent, it is the weak 
syllahle which surfaces as mono-moraic, excluding surface forms like the ones in (18). 

( 18) Vowel Reduction in a stressed syllable is blocked 

a. vowel reduction <flo> 
b. vowel reduction <fl> 
c. vowel reduction <II> 

*(s:5Pf' . nacftft) 
*(ca7fl . gicftft) 
*(S€7tf,· mutftf,) 

3 moras 
3 moras 
3 moras 

Recall that stress is strictly word-initial in Sliammon regardless of the quality of the initial 
vowel (Davis (1910), Hagege ( 1981 ), Kroeber (1989), Blake (1992, 1995), Watanabe (1994), and 
Urhanczyk (1999». In (11) above, vowel reduction <~> not only allows both syllables to be 
incorporated into a single metrical foot, but it also enhances the relative prominance of the head 
of the foot. 

:12.2 Bisyllabic Bimoraic Foot 

Kager (1995: 400) in his summary of stress systems states that languages which have 
moraic trochees "are predicted to display processes that increase durational evenness within the 
foo\." I-Ie cites Prince who analyzes "shortening" as a process that "modifies an uneven trochee 
into a rhythmically balanced even bi-moraic trochee". This is represented here as shown in (19). 

The claim made here is similar to what happens in Sliammon As shown by the 
Sliammon data in (20), vowel reduction (loss of a mora) creates an optimal bi-moraic trochee, a 
foot in which each syllable contains one mora: (~ . ~)Ft. 

(20) Vowel reduction: (fl . Nuc~ ~) -+ (~ . Nuc <~> ~) *(~ . ~~) 

Input Output V-reduction ·v -reduction Gl088 Source 

qiga8 [qcgA8j (qcft . gA8ft) ·(qcft· ga8ftf,) deer EH04/06/99: 16 

mi.la8 [lllljl8j (mift . J18ft) ·(mift· 1a8ft,,) flesh, meat AM03/06/98:5 

qWup=aq [ qWOpAqj (qWoft · pAql1) *(qWol1.paQI1I1) pubic hair AM03/06/98:8 

sit-at [ sit'At] (si,1 . (AlII) *(sil1 . (atl1l1 ) throw it away AM 05/06/98: 3 

gaqi8 [gaq(8) (gall' q(811) *(gal1' qe8l1l1) husband HH 15/04/99: 17 

qX-mut [qAX;lm-uthj (q;}xft . mutl1) ·(q;lXI1· mut,ll1) many,lots EH 14/0 1199: 15 

h·at-as [CIPtAs j (Cltft · t;)sl1) *(C:Stft. tasft,l) he cut it EH27/04/99: 74 
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Since slress is always fixed on the word-initial syllable in Sliammon", surface candidates 
like those in the fourth column are ill-formed since the weak member of the foot is heavier (~).I) 
than the head of the foot ().I). The loss of a mora <).I> is therefore a minimal violation of 
faithfulness which ensures that the phonological weight of the head of the foot is equal to or 
greater than the phonological weight of the non-head. It also creates an even bi-moraic trochee. 

The data in (21 ) below shows that vowel reduction also occurs in the weak member of the 
foot, even though it creates a bi-moraic first syllable (01111) followed by a non-moraic second 
syllable (0) within a single foot. Again, this not only creates a bimoraic foot but also enhances 
the prominence of the head of the foot. 

(21) 

Input Output V-reduction ·v -reduction Gloss Source 
ti7ta [ti7tA) - (ti71111 . tAl *(ti71111 . tall) that one AM03/06/98:29 

[ti:tA] 
8i?ea [ei78A] - (8i71111 ·8A) *(8i71111 . 8aft) that one (f) AM03/06/98:30 

[ei:8A] 

Further, data like those in (22) shows that the first syllable is bimoraic, since vowel 
reduction occurs in the metrically weak syllable. 

(22) 

Input 
Qga 

Output 
[Qa7gA] 

V-reductioa ·V-reductioa Gloss Source 
(Qa711,. . gAl *(qa71111 . gall) cane; w.stick AM 04/06/98:42 

If the first syllable were mono-moraic then there would be no need for vowel reduction to take 
place. In fact, I would predict that vowel reduction would be blocked, if this were the case 
*(qa711 . gAl, since mono-moraic feet are clearly less optimal than bi-moraic ones, as will be 
shown in §J.2.J below. 

In Blake (1992, 1995) I argued on independent grounds that coda consonants must be moraic 
since the loss of a coda consonant triggers compensatory lengthening of the preceding vowel. 

1 'There are a number of important question with respect to the phonetic correlates of stress/metrical prominence in 
Sliammon. In early elicitation,l noted primary sbess on the fIrSt syllable in the word with subsequent prominant 
syllables having high pitch, and as a consequence secondaly sbesses were generally not transcribed. My ICsearch 
on secondary stress shows that many words have primary stress on the word-initial syllable, however thelC is a 
growing body of data involving Lexical Suffixes (LS) in which the primary stress (and highest pitch) appears to 
be on the lexical suffix, and a secondary stress occurs in word-initial position, such as Ixaw§in=agitl bone=spinal 
column (xllw§ina?glth] 'spine' (AM 30/06/91: 37),/quw=anal Root=ear (qWowa?anaJ 'ear' (AM 30/06/97: 28), 
,xwaw=iqw=ujal Root=elongated.object=hand (X'"a?WEqwO'ljE] 'finger' (AM 30/06/97: 39). Watanabe (1998) has 
also ICported the important contrastive function of pitch in Sliammon. For further details cf. Watanabe (1998) 
Blake (in prep). ' 
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The stress data in (13) provides further evidence that ['l] i d .. 
COllnts as heavy. n co a position is moraic since lsi?] 

e.l) ? codas are momic 

a. /sll=sin-'u't cl 
hil~lcg-rasl Isg.Su. 'I got hil on the leg' 

(I'll 11106/9<.1: 50) 

Consider the data in the nexl section which shows Ihe environment in h' I I d . . 
hlocked. w IC 1 vowe re uctlOn IS 

3.2.3 Vowel Reduction is Blocked 

Although many post-tonic full vowels surface as th' d d 
system~tic set of cases in which vowel reduction tends to ~1~1~:k~~e counterpart, ther~ are. a 
(24), a lull vowel appears in the phonetic output instead ofa reduced v~:~l~he examples given III 

(24) Vowel reduction is blocked: (,..,..) - *(,..) all data: (AM 27-28/06/97) 

Outpul fonn 
[gage8cgAn] 
[Iuwumay£] 
[i,jM"awusln) 

[~Wasasa? Aq) 

r nacawlgd J 
[A;lXajlIlHS) 
[talo8cnAc) 

MoraficalioD I Footing 

(ga,.. . gel' )(ee,.. . gAn,..) 
(tu,.. . wu,. )(ma,.. . fa,..) 
(1'Ilal •. l'Ila,.)(wU,.. . sIn,..) 

(~Wal' . sal.){sa,.. . ?Aql') 
(na,.. . ca,..}{wl,.. . gltl ,) 

(Xal •. xalolOu,.. . illS,..) 

(Ial' . to,..)(ee,.. . nAel') 

Glos8 
doe, female deer 
cold wind, Westerly 
hail 
becoming warmer 
one boat 
wisdom teeth 
gluteous muscle 

Vo~cI ~eduction does not seem to ta~e place as freely in a bimoraic, bi-syllabic foot of the for 
(.evlI )(e vI') as shown by a comparison between the data in column two and the less 0 tim~ 
~~fI~k~ Itcoltl.l~n three. If vowel reduc~ion .is the loss of a mora, then we can explain Wh~ it is 

Ol e( 111 t liS. conlext. Vowel reducllon In this context would create a less optimal 
moralc (0" oj loot, as suggested above." mono-

I conclude that the. constraint which ensures that feet are minimall bi-moraic . 
1U1iSt he Iligh ranked. ThiS IS contrasted with cases like those in (20) in ~ich v w I (~t8I~Il) 
,Iocs take place III order to ensure that feet are binary at the moraic level. 0 e re Ucllon 

'.'11 is nollhal degenerale (mono-moraic) feet do not occur in Sliammon __ the seem 10 • 

hom h'gher ranked conslrainls wilhin Ihe grammar. such as Ihe one Ihal align~ the head o~~~r only ~nder pr;ssure 
Ihe lell edge (If the Icxical slcll1. Vowc/ reduction is driven by the need 10' parse-;,. ':Ilto e p:oso,'ci. wor dW'blh 
till"" •. ,,,,d Weighl-Io-Slress. . me flea eet. an y 
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3.3 The Representation of Vowel Reduction 

A reduced vowel is analyzed here as a nuclear non-moraic vowel which has the place 
specifications of the underlying full vowel, as shown in (25). 

(25) NUC 
RN 
Place 
[of) 

Within derivational frameworks, this would be analyzed as the loss of a mora, as shown in (26). 
Notice that the vocalic place features remain unchanged. 

(26) NUC 

Il 
RN 
Place 
[of) 

NUC 

RN 
Place 
[of) 

Notice that this phonological representation is distinct from epenthetic schwa [NUcj which is 
devoid of inherent place features. Epenthetic schwa is realized as [1- ~, E, V,:>, A, iij (where (5) is 
shorter in duration than [a J) depending on the adjacent consonants and vowels, as shown in § 1.2. 

26 

The distinction between reduced vowel and epenthetic schwa is manifested in surface 
representations in Sliammon. Consider the examples in (27) in which the surface quality of 
epenthetic schwa [a] is distinct from a reduced full vowel in the same consonantal (i.e. 
phonological) environment. This is seen most clearly from a comparison of the following 
stative and non-stative pairs. The non-stative form comes first followed by the stative form 
marked by [-i-) insertion. Consider the following data which shows that the surface realization 
of epenthetic schwa [A - v] is distinct from Iii [I - E] in post-tonic position. The vowels being 
discussed are underlined in column two. 

(27) Statives: epenthetic schwa'" reduced full vowel data from (MG 06/98) 

Input [a) versus i Output ·VqU8lity Gloss 
puh-?m puh?~m [puh?Am] to blow (as wind) 
puh-?m[-i-j puh?im [puh?Em] *[puh?llm) it's windy 
skwm sakw;1m [sukWllm] to shiver 
skWm[ -i-] sakwim [sukWEm) *[sukWllm) shivering (state) 

Consider the forms for 'shiver' and 'shivering (state),. Between the labio-velar consonant kw 

and final m, epenthetic schwa is realized as [v), as in the form sakwam [sukWvm) 'to shiver'. 
Compare that with the surface realization of Iii in the identical phonological context in the form 
for sakwim [sukWEm) 'shivering'. The vowel IiI surfaces as [EJ retaining it's coronal (COR) 
(or DOR [-back]) place features. As shown by a comparison of columns three and four, Iii is not 
realized as [A]. If vowel reduction were the loss of features accompanied by colouration by 
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~"j~cent consonants, one would expect the surface realization to be the same (or similar given 
thcir difference in phonological weight), 

I conclude that the realization of epenthetic schwa is distinct from the realization of some 
reduced full vowels in the S,1me phonological environment, as shown by the data in (27). This 
secms to support a view that vowel reduction is the loss of a mora, and crucially not the loss of 
the vowel features associated with the underlying full vowel, as illustrated in (25-26). 

Diminutive and non-diminutive pairs in (28) provide another case in point. Roots with a 
full vowel take CV-diminutive reduplication whereas vowelless roots (CC) take Ci- diminutive 
reduplication, In addition, a number of diminutive forms also have a diminutive suffix -i which 
seems to occur at the right-edge of the root domain. Consider the following data which shows 
that the surface realization of epenthetic schwa [II - :1- u) is distinct from IiI which surfaces in 
post-tonic position as [I - E). The relevant vowels are underlined in column two. 

(28) Diminutives: epenthetic schwa"" reduced full vowel 

Input (:J]venus i Output GIosI Soun:e 
xus-m xus~m [xWosllm] soapberry (AM 09/06198:44) 
nIM·xus.i-m~'1 xuxsim [XWOXWslm) small soapberry (AM 09106198:47) 
xWif-m xWif~m [xW€?:>llIm] rope (AM 16106198:39) 
nlM-xwif-i-m+1 xWixw!im [XW€XWIEm] string, thread (AM 1 6106198:40) 
qWai-m qWat'~m [qwat':lm] river (MG 1988: 223) 
IlIM-qwai-i-m+'/ (jwa(lwt'im [qWaqW:lt'Em] small river, creek (MG 1988: 225) 
pilq .. pil~ [pe:llllq] bracket fungus (MG09/06l98: 16) 

OIM-pil-i-q pip:lliq [pe:p:lIEq] small b. fungus (MG09106198: 17) 
H=aq-n ~;Jfaci~n [lta?:llaqlln] slug (MGIEP25106198:4) 
I>IM-U~aq-i-n f '/ ~i-Maqin [ltflta?:llaqEn] small slug (MGIEP25/06198:6) 
Ig-qW I:lis!<iw [ta?:lguqW] clay (AM 29/06198:26) 
RED-ig-i-ilw+'/ li-t';Jiiqw [t'lt'a?:lgEqW] bit of clay (AM 29/06198:28) 

Consider the forms for 'bracket fungus; mushroom' and 'small bracket fungus'. Between the 
consonant [I) and final uvular stop [q], epenthetic schwa is realized as [II], as in the form 

[pe~ll!.qJ pil:lq 'bracket fungus: mushroom', Compare that with the surface realization of IiI in 
the same phollological context in the form for [pe:p:ll{q) pip:lliq 'small bracket fungus'. The 
vowel/if sliriaces as [E) after [I) and before [q), and not as [II], as indicated by the ungrammatical 
form *[pc:p:lll!.q], If vowel reduction were the loss of features accompanied by colouration by 
adjacent cOllsonants, we wou'ld be unable to explain the surface vowel contrast. 

"fur some speakers Ihis fllot means 'mushroom', 
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The contrast between fil and epenthetic schwa in stressed position is shown by the minimal pair 
in (29), 

(29) ;i versus i 

Input 
Ipql 
/piQ/ 

Output 
[' ,(q] 
[~" '''''] peq - pt.q 

GIoe, 
smoke 
wide 

Soun:e 
(MH 27108198) 
(Cedar-to-CDROM) 

The final pair in (28) above shows that epenthetic schwa surfaces as rounded [u] in the context 
of a following labialized consonant: i:l~w [ia13gu<jW) 'clay'. Contrast this with the surface 
realization of the vowel IiI in the same context, as illustrated by the form t'i-{:lgiqw [ifia?:lgEqW] 'a 
bit of clay'. Here, the resulting vowel [E) is the lax counterpart of the non-low vowel IiI, and 
shows no rounding assimilation. Again, the surface variant of the reduced full vowel IiI is 
distinct from the allophone of epenthetic schwa in the same context: [E] versus [u]. 

The other data in (28) is confounded somewhat by the presence of a final glottalized 
resonant so that the phonological context of the related diminutive and non-diminutive pairs is 
not exactly identical. It can still be argued however that the resulting surface quality of the 
reduced full vowel could not be attributed to the nature of adjacent consonants". 

In the data sets in (27-28) above,l purposefully selected examples involving an [-i-] infix 
in order to ensure that the relevant form contained an underlying full vowel in non-initial 
position. Paul Kroeber (p.c.) points out that it will be important to find examples not involving 
infixes in order to show that the facts presented here are not in someway restricted to these 
morphological contexts. 

The claim made in this section is that full vowel reduction in SHammon is not the loss of 
the phonological features associated with the vowel rather it is construed as the loss of 
phonological weight, i.e. as the loss of a mora. The resulting "reduced" full vowel has the 
prosodic representation of schwa since it is Nuclear (NUC) but non-moraic. 

4_0 Phonological Jmpaet.of*C6. 
In the next section, it is observed that the main strategy used in order to avoid ·C:S in 

Sliammon is to close the syllable with a moraie coda consonant: C:sc". 
As we have observed stressed schwa in an open syllable tends to be avoided, if possible, 

It seems important to consider what generalization(s) the constraint ·C:S captures. (C:I)a 
constitutes a superlight syllable which, within the framework adopted here, is a Nuclear element 
but has no moraie content, as argued by Shaw (1993, 1994). Optimal syllables are both nuclear 
and moraic; that is they satisfy the constraint which states that all syllables have nuclei (aNuc), 
and they have phonological weight, represented here in terms of moras. A schwa in an open 

"This raises an interesting issue in Sliammon, If full vowel reduction is driven by metriCal considerations, then 
perhaps glottalized consonants (obsbuents and resonants) do not affect the quality of unstressed vowels, though 
laryngeals [1, h) do, cf. Blake (in prep) for further discussion, 
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syllanlc fails to satisfy the constraint on phonological weight. As already argued the stressed 
syllanle also prefers to be prominent, if possible. 

Schwa is inserted in order to receive stress (thus satisfying Proper Headedness); however, 
stressed schwa in an open syllable fails to satisfy the constraint that all syllables have 
phonological weight (<JMora c/: Shaw 1996) and the constraint which enhances the metrical 
prominence of the head of the foot (Peak Prom., or Weight-to-Stress). In order to avoid these 
C<lnstraint violations, the open C:l syllable is closed with a moraic coda consonant. 

In Sliammon the syllable which is the head of the foot prefers to be minimally mono
Illoraic, if possible. Consider the following discussion of glottal restructuring which appears to 
prevent schwa from occurring in a stressed open syllable. 

4.1 Glottal Restructuring Blake (1992), Watanabe (1994), Blake (I 995a &b, 1998) 

In Sliammon, underlying glottalized resonants (R ') often surface sequentially as in 
(JO-33). In (30), an intervocalic glottalized resonant surfaces as [?R), the glottal portion 
precedes the resonant (pre-glottalized). 

(30) R' -+ [?R] 

Input Output Gloll Soun:e 
sal11a [sa?ma] blue mussel MG 1988: 51 
tl11=uja [te?"mo ?JEh) cold hands MG 1988: 572 
Xilm [ltE?Ena) oo/ichan oil SPI2I06/96: 83 
iiliiqW [ t'e?n:lqwh) sa/monbeny MG 1988: 100 
xWiflll [xw€7~IAm) rope AM 16/06/98: 39 

'lafas [?a?l:ls) sea cucumber SP 12106/96: 86 
ya~a [qa?YE) water AM 27/06/98:16 

payan [pa?"Yln- pa?~YEn] bark AM 27/06/98: 8 
qWawi·t [qWa?aWlt] pitch, gum AM 08/06/98: 3 
kWawc / kWawic [kWa?~wlch) sturgeon 1M 24/06/98 

When the glottalized resonant occurs in word-final position the glottal portion follows the 
resonant (post-glottalized), as shown by the stressed forms in (31). Watanabe (1994:224) states 
Ihal the "resonanl is chopped ofT abruptly by the closure of the glottis, or the closure may occur 
somewhere in the middle of the resonant. .. In such cases, an echo of the resonant, often 
voiceless, is heard after the glottal closure is released, i.e. [m?m - ?m) for example." Watanabe 
(1994) cites [tA7m - tA?m) 'belt' and [tdn?n] 'that one' as examples. Consider the additional 
data in (31) which support this position. 
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(31) /R'/ -+ [R?) 

Input Output Gloss Soun:e 
tm [tAm?) belt AM 03/06/98: 45 
qWf [qw:5l? _ qWAI?] to come MG 23/06/98: 26 

tw [tuwn ice MG 24/06/98: 13 

tam kW sin [tam kW sin?) What was that? AM 23/06/98: 51 

paJ' [pal?] heron MG 1988: 30 
v , 

[cuy?] child, young MG 1988: 141 cuy 
tatiw [ta?tEWr) full moon MG 24/06/98 

qtun [qkton?] check stress bow of the boat MG 10/06/98: 39 

In unstressed syllables in (32), /R'/ tends to surface with creaky voice articulation, indicated 
with an apostrophe following the resonant". The laryngealized resonants [R') seem to lack the 
distinctive full glottal closure (or strong glottal pulse) [R? - R?R) associated with the examples 
in (3 I) above. 

(32) /R'/ -+ [R'] 

Input Output Gloss SoW1lC 
hiyum [heyum] seagull MG 1988: 35 
REDPL-?al'as [?AI-7af AS] sea cucumbers MG 1988: 628 

REDPL -sayJa [sisayJE] leaves MG 1988: 665 
qwt=ay [qw:Stay - qWutay] driftwood AM 04/06/98: 29 

xaws [Xaws) new EH 11106199: 4 

Reduplicative facts show that glottalized resonants pattern as unitary segments with respect to 
these morpho-phonological processes, and thus motivate the existence of !R'/. Harris (\981) for 
Island Comox, Davis (1978), Blake (1992) and Watanabe (1994) posit underlying glottalized 
resonants IR'/ in Sliammon, a position which entails that the surface distribution of [R') is 
entirely predictable. 

Blake (1992) claims that the prosodic position in the syllable plays an important role in 
determining the distribution of /R'I. Glottalized resonants tend to be banned in non-moraic 
(syllable onset) position as evidenced by the lack of word-initial [R') in the language. In word
internal onset positions, glottalized resonants are restructured as in (30) above, whereas 
glottalized resonants occur freely in moraic (coda) position either word-internally or word
finally". 

"Creaky-voice sounds lack complete closure of the vocal cords. In the articulation of creaky voice or 
laryngealized sounds, "the arytenoid cartilages are tightly together, so that the vocal cords vibrate only at the other 
end" Ladefoged (1982: 129). 

" The following example provides a single counter-example to the generalization that there are no word-initial 
glottalized resonants: IIMP-wuw-mI (WU?~. wu .w~m) 'singing' (MG 1988: 622). 
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Blake (1995) makes two ndditional ohservations: (i) foot structure (i.c. stress nssignment) plnys . 
all important rille in determining the surface renlizntion of glollalized resonants, and to a lesser 
extent (ii) the features of the adjacent consonants and vowels also playa role. The surface 
renlization of IR 'I is then governed hy a numher of different factors: 

(J:1) (a) 
(h) 
(c) 

syllable structure 
I(lot structure 
melodic structure (features) (not discussed here) 

In Blake (1995), I proposed that there are metrical properties governing the realization of 
glollalized resonants (R'). The pattern which was ohserved was as follows. Glottalized 
resonants (R ') are transcrihed as having a complete glottal closure and release [R7] in a stressed 
word-linal syllahle ,as shown by the data in (31), whereas glottalized resonants are realized with 
creaky voice (R '] in unstressed syllables, as shown hy the data in (32). This is summarized in 
(:14). 

(.14) Foot Strucuture and R' 

(i) CVR' ~ [CVR7] post-glottalized (full glottal closure) in a stressed syllable 
(ii) (,VR' ---> [ .. CVR'] creaky voice (partial glottal closure) in an unstressed syllable 

(i) maximal syllable in metrically prominent position (primary stress) 
(ii) non-maximal syllahle in metrically weak position 

Consider another context in which glottalized resonants are realized sequentially. A word
internal, intervocalic glottalized resonant is restructured so that the glottal portion of the 
glnllalized resonant remains in coda (moraic) position. The resonant portion functions as the 
ollset to the ",lIowing syllable as illustrated by the data in (35), satisfying the high ranking 
constraint that all syllables in the language have an onset. Recall that a brief echo vowel is often 
present UpOIl release of the glottal closure. 

Inpllt 
qWaii=iqw'la 
'lali~lIkw 

i-liFlljn 

OlltPllt 

[qw<i7a . ",'qW . hI 
[-ta7a . nukWh] 

(i-c7;l. m07 . jEhl 

*R O'non-moraic 
*[qW;i . fmqW . tal 

*[-ta . "1.kwh) 

*[~e . n107 . jEh) 

Gloss 
knee 

mountain goat ~kin 

cold Ilands 

Source 
MG 1988: 313 
MG 1988: 517 

MG 1988: 572 

The generali7<ltion which emerges is thnt syllables which are metrically prominent prefer to be 
heavy (himoraic). It is proposed here, following Blake (1995), that glottalized resonants IR'I are 
sels of phonological features which can be reconfigured in order to satisfy this constraint on 
melrical prominence. 
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Having introduced the way in which IR'I surface, consider the following examples in (36) 
which show that restructuring avoid stressed schwa in an open syllable, and therefore satisfies 
the constraint: *C;}. Since the sonorant obstruents!Y, Y', W, W'I, written here as IJ, j, g, ii, 
function as resonants (i.e. they pattern with the resonants in processes involving resonant 
glottalization), I have included examples with Iii here. See Blake (1992, 1995, in prep.) for 
argumentation re resonant status of Ij, j, g, ii. 

(36) C2 is a glottalized resonant 

moot IoiiiDiit -C6; -R'/oDSet Gloss Source 
i)lna I fpa7"ma] *p:5. rna wooden floal AM 16106/98: II 

sm-it IrsE7:lmEthl *s:S, mEt dried Cedar-to-CDROM 
kWnay I fkWa7:lnAY] *kW;} , nAy cover. lid AM 23/06/98: 59 

8y-m 1r6a7'lvtlll I -e:s, y:lm 10 sink MG 1988: 365 

tg=it'8a-m ga I r'ta?agii":lm gal *t:5 , git"':lm ga lake it om MG 21104/98: II 

I ilia I rila7gal *q:5.ga walking slick AM 04/06198: 42 
tm=us-tn Ilta7:lmostlll *t:S, mostQ headband AM 03/06198: 54 

tm-iws-tn Ilta7mewst:lnl *t:S , mewst:ln garter (stockings) AM 04/06/98: 41 

tm=igan-tn i fta7mel[atn I -t;} , megatn s. t. lied around waisl AM 03/06198: 44 

Compare the output in column two with the unattested forms (marked by * to indicate their 
ungrammaticality) in column three, The surface forms involve (i) schwa epenthesis, (ii) the 
restructuring of the glottalized resonant [?R] with loss oflaryngealization on R, and (iii) 
lowering of schwa to [a] before the glottal. The surface forms in column two avoid violations of 
at least two constraints in the language: (a) the constraint which bans schwa in a stressed open 
syllable (*C;}), and (b) the constraint against glottalized resonants in non-moraic (syllable onset) 
position Contrast this with the -forms in column three which violate both of 
these constraints, ~mce the output candidates satisfy both *C:S and *R' lonset, one would not 
expect to find surface forms ofthe shape: [Ca?R'V ... ] since this would still violate *R'/onset. 
Forms like [CaR' . V] are ruled out by high-ranking constraint that all syllables have onsets in 
Sliammon. 

In Blake (J 995, 1998), I claim that the glottal portion is moraic and satisfies the following 
Stress-to-Weight Principle (SWP) 

(37) Stress-to-Weight (SWP) A syllable which is stressed prefers to be heavy, 

Since the glottal portion is moraic (as can be shown independently by compensatory lengthening 
facts - Blake (1992, 1995», the surface output [Ca?J11 better satisfies the constraint in (37) than 
[C;}) does. Within the framework presented here [C:S] is non-moraic whereas [Ca7J.1] is mono
moraic (at least). I have avoided the question regarding the moraic status of [a] from schwa. 
That is, is the resulting structure mono-moraic [Ca7J.11 or bi-moraic [Ca7J.1J.1]? 
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As mentioned in Blake (1995,1998), Urhanczyk (1999.a), glottalized ohstrucnts also tend to 
illvolve restructuring of thc glottal portion of the ejective, but with retention of the 
laryngealizalion associated with the obstruent. Contrasl what happens to glottahzed resonants 
wilh Ihe behavior of glottalized ohstruents in the same POSItIon, as shown by the Shammon data 

in (3R). 

(18) ('2 is a glollalizcd obstrucnt 

Inpul Output ·C6 Glos8 Sowce 

!-!ll~i7pan [gA?qE:pAn] *g~. qE:pAn it has no lid MGIMU 08196: 6 

XWA=igan [XWa7~eg;ln] *Xw;S . xeg:m half full MG 1988: 373 

fliH-m [8a71'fl;}m] *eJ.t'!l;}m jig (oreod AM 16106/98: 47 

ki=i,(=uja [kyniEqwo?jE] *kY;S. iEqW o7jE pinky (finger) AM 1997 

Thesc surface forms involve (i) schwa epenthesis, (ii) the restructuring of th~ .. glottalized 
nbstruent [70'] with retention of glottalization associat~d with the obstruent, an? (II~) lowenng 
of schwa to [a) beforc the glottal. The surface forms m column two aVOId vIOlations of.'he 
constraint which bans schwa in a stressed open syllable (*C;S), whereas the ungrammattcal 
examples in column three violate this constraint. S.ince t~e output c~n~!dates i.n. column two 
satisfy *CS, and glottalized obstruents are not restricted m syllable-mlllal posItIOn, no other 
changes between the input and the output take place. 

Kroeber (19R9: 107) notes that "a number of instances of surface short a are in fact produced 
li·OJn undcrlying ;l " , as shown in (39). 

(39) ;} -> 071 #C_C'V 

where C' is a glottalized stop or affricate, and #=word boundary 

Notice that the formulation given by Kroeber includes the word bounda~ # indicat~ng that this 
set of properties hold at the left-edge of the word dom~in. Prim~ry ~tress IS also strictly ah~lJed 
with the Ie Ii-edge of the word in Sliammon, so that thIS generalizatIon ap~ars to be capturmg a 
property of the syllable bearing prin~ary stre.s~ (i.e. the head of the prosodIC word). Urbanczyk 
( I 999.a) notes that stress is the crucml condltton. not the fact that these examples occur word
initially in her discussion of parallel forms in Klahoose. 

To summarize. the claim I am making here for why glottalized obstruents become [70'] is 
the same one lIlade Il)r the treatment of glottalized resonants presented in (40). 

(40) Since optimal syllables have both a nucleus and phonological weigh~ (moras), 
it is hetter lor schwa to occur in a stressed syllable closed by a moralc coda 
consonant [C~CIl] than lor schwa to occur in an open stressed syllable (C;S) which 

has no moraic content. 

(C stands for any consonant: resonant or obstruent). 
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Consider another strategy which appears to be used 111 order to avoid *C;S, namely Onset 
Formation. 

4.2 Onset Formation 

There are a few cases in which the lateral I-like release of a syllable-final [·t) appears to function 
as the onset to the following syllable. Again this appears to have the effect of preventing a nOI1-
moraic nucleus (i.e. schwa) from occurring in a stressed open syllable. 

(41 ) 
Input Output Syllabification Gloss Source 
qw·taY [qwti1Iay]- qW;S1. lay driftwood AM 04/06/98: 29 

[qW;i1Iay] 
qwtay=sn [qWu1Iesln] - qw;}t . Ie . sm . shoes AM 04/06/98: 28) 

[qwUtle8ln] 
qw·tay=sn [qW;S1Ieysln]" qw;}t . ley. 8m . shoes EH 22104/98: 4) 
ia'tm [ia11;}m] iat .I;}m cedar sticks MG 1988: 97) 

Note that the syllabification provided by the speakers indicates that the [I] release functions as 
the onset to the second syllable. 

4.3 Further Implications: Minor Syllables 

Shaw (1993, 1995, 1996) discusses the role of minor syllables in Berber, Mon-Khmer, and 
Salish languages. A minor syllable is comprised of an onset consonant followed by a syllabic 
obstruent. Within Shaw's Nuclear Moraic Model which I adopt here, a minor syllable is mono
moraic, but non-nuclear: (CCIl). Shaw (1996) also refers to minor syllables as "headless" 
syllables since they do not contain a nucleus. Shaw (1996: 4) in her discussion of headless 
syllables and their interaction with stress, states that a headless syllable has the following 
properties: (a) it cannot meet the requirements of either oNuc or Proper Headedness, (b) it is 
constrained to metrically weak positions. and (c) it is mono-moraic (i.e. metrically light). 

As argued in Blake (1995. in prep) Sliammon has minor syllables, as shown by the data in 
(42). The syllabification reflects the speaker's judgements; the syllable boundary is marked with 
a period. 

.. I recorded a different surface form for Ihis lexical ilem from MG (1988: 94) : [qW"te?sinl ·shoes· in which Ihe 
layl is realized as [e?) suggesling vowel reduction (loss of a mora) and gtottat restrucluring. Nole that this fonn is 
marked with primary slress alone. 
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(42) Minor Syllables 

Input 
i"am«('1 
s3'I-txW 
qtx W 

IMP-qtx W 

xi"-at 

Output 
("am. qW'1 
sa'l . tx W 

gA? . txW - ga? . txW 

gag. txW 

pli'? pxw 

xa? i"t" 

Gloss 
cloud 
woman 
the fire 
burning 
kindling 
weigh S.t. 

Source 
(MG 19R8: 392) 
(MG 1988: 143) 
(EH 27104/99: 30) 
(Ell 27/04/99: 31) 
(EH 27104199: 33) 
(Efl 27/04/99: 50) 

As can he seen from the data in (42), minor syllables in Sliammon do not occur in the stressed 
syllable (i.e. as the head of a metrical foot). This follows from the high-ranking of Proper 
Ileadedness which ensures that the head of each foot contains a vocalic nucleus. Furthermore, 
word-initial CC-c1usters drive schwa epenthesis, as shown in (I~) and illustrated below in (43). 

leads to schwa epenthesis C( ~]CIl 

Notice that there is a kind of complementary distribution between the locus of stressed schwa 
and the occurrence of minor syllables in Sliammon. Epenthetic schwa is inserted in order to 
satisfy Proper Headedness, defined here in (44), following Shaw's (1996) formulation. 

(44) Proper lIeadedness 

The prosodic word (PrWd) is headed by a foot (Ft) which is headed 
by a syllable which is headed by a nucleus (Nuc) 

Consider the following set of examples which contain a word-final minor syllable. 

(4:;) word-final minor syllables (data from MG 06/98) 

Input 
1~'Vlis-it StJ 
Itg-qin-nt- ',,1 ,tl 
IIMI'-eiq~nac- 'ld StI 
IIMP-qnt'f!_ng~mixW StI'" 

Output 
(kW~ . 7e)(sit . sth) 
(hiw . qr)( tot . sth) 
(80(flEq. na)(Cu1. 5th) 
(q" qa)(i"aw)(mlxw . st) 

-:HpeDthesis 
'(kw;) . 7e)(Slt . S;lth) 
'(tow. qr)(tot . s~th) 
'(ei)(8i:q.na)(CuU;lt) 
*(q3 . qa)(i"aw)(mlxW s;l1) 

Glosl 
we're standing up 
we answered il 
we were digging rools 
we're galhering people 

Compare the output form in column two with the ungrammatical forms in column three. As can 
he observed Irom the foot structure, the minor syllable (~tll) occurs in unstressed position. If 
schwa epenthesis in Sliammon is driven by the need to satisfy Proper Headedness, then it is 
unnecessary to epenthesize schwa into a metrically w.eak (non-head) position. Basically, schwa 

"'This predicate means 'to gather people together from different places', and is related to the word kathaumixw '3 

gathering together "I' diO'crcnt peoples' which is the name given to the International Choral Festival held in Powell 
River once every two years. 
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is epenthesized in order to be stressed. The minor syllable (~t) has the following internal 
structure, in keeping with the Shaw's Nuclear Moraic Model. The ~ functions as the onset to a 
syllable which is mono-momic but lacks a Nucleus. 

(46) 

5.0 Morphological and Syntactic Impact of-as. 

5.1 Control Transitive Allomorpby 

CVC and C:lRC roots take a "linking vowel" with the addition of the control transitive 
suffix -t, whereas OIC roots do not, as noted by Kroeber (1989: 109-110), Blake (1992:40-42). 
It is proposed here that the control transitivizer is I-atl, and that the presence and absence of the 
vowel associated with this suffix is phonologically conditioned. 

The data in (47) shows the effect of vowel reduction on the vowel of the Control Transitivizer 1-
atl, as well as limited vowel harmony. When the vowel of the control transitivizer is within the 
domain of the left-most foot -- the foot which is the head of the prosodic word -- vowel harmony 
takes place, as shown by the data in (47). The harmonic vowel of the transitivizer is basically a 
copy of the root vowel, but is reduced to lax: [u,:J, t, E, A] in unstressed position. 

(47) Control Transitivizer I-atl with Full Vowel Roots (CVC) 

Input Output ~-deletion Gbl !IcJuroe 
qis-at [qE'SEt] -[qEst] to lie it MG/SP30/08/96: 14 
yig-at [YEqEt] -[YEqt] disgusted with it; need il MGIMH 30/08/97:153 
nip-at [nEpdh] *[nEpth] council, lecture s.o. MG 12106/98: 6 

Jue-at [JU6uth] * [Jueth] push il MG 1988: 406 
muj-at [ma7juth] -[mayt] aimal it MG 21/04/98:12 
{ut'll-at [{a{6:Jth] -[(at'll!"] shOOI s.l. SP 28/08/97: 23 
sup-at [sa·puth] * [sapth] chop it MGIMH 29/08/97:76 

tag-at [UgAth] . *[Uwt] help himlher MG 1988: 356 
yax-at I: [YEXAI:] * [YEXI:] I remembered il Cedar-to-COROM 
eap-at [eapAt] -leapt] bathes.o. MG/MH 29108/97: 32 
han-at [ha'nAth] -[hant] applaud s.l./s.o. MG/MH 30/08/97:133 

Kroeber (1989) state that C:lC roots do not take a linking vowel with the control transitivizer. 
This is shown by the data in (48). 
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(<lR) Control transitivizer with Weak Roots (CC) 

Input Output *C6 Gloss Source 
YJi-at [yi pth] *Y;}·llAt brmk il MC; 2J104/98: 9 
t""kW-at [t'HukWth] *t"\5. kW At wipe ;1 Me; t998 
tkW-at [1,iJ(Wth] *t;}. J(wAI pull il MG t988: 410 
Stl-at [SAqth] *S;}. qAt peel oITs.l. (clJerry h.1rk) MG/MU:29/08/97:71 
gtjw-at [g:5qwth] *g;}. qWAt drag it MG t988: 465 
kW'!-at [kw;}.\th] *kw;}. ·tAl untie, untangle it Me; 1988: 461 
I(ws-at 211 [kWist] *J(w;} . SAt counl il MG 30/06/97: 29 

IllX-at [IllAXt] *m;}. XAI cut 5.1. in hal( MG 30/06/97: 2.a 
t'X-at [iiXth] *i;} . XAI flick S.t. with finger SP 28/08/97: 25 

Yill-at [yimth] *y;}. mAt kick 5.1. MGIMH 30/08/97: 156 
kWn-at [J(wAt_ J(wut] *)(W;S. nAt look at it SP 28108/97: 9t 
Ill'(-at [ llla7th] *1ll;S.7A1 lake it MG 1988: 435 

As can be seen from a comparison between the forms in (48) column 2 and those in column 3, 
deletion of the vowel associated with the control transitivizer occurs in order to prevent a 
violation of *C;). 

This approach receives support from the behavior of weak roots containing three 
consonants, as illustrated by the data in (49). 

(49) Controltransitivizer with CCC Roots 

Input Output *v-deletion Glosl Source 
XpxW-at- 'u'l c [X;SpxWatutc] *[X;SpxWtute] I broke i/ MG 1988: 152 
qm)\-at-aw-I [qAm)\ataw-I] *[qAmJltawt] massage e.o. AM 28/06/97: 3 
t'Hmx-at [t'tiAmxAt] * [t'flA IllXt ) erase it in one's mind SP 28/08/97: 8 
qkWm-at-eut [qAkWmaeotJ *[qAkW:lm60th] to stop doing 5.1. MG 16/06/98: 29.a 
pyt-at [pi·bth] *[picth] to tum over, flip MG 1988: 469 
Xyt'fl_at [xet'flath] * [xet'flth] lalk rouglJly to 5.0. MIIISP 30/08/97: 79 

As can be seen from the surface forms in column two the vowel of the transitivizer surfaces 
since stresscd schwa does not appear in an open syllable. The third consonant of the root (C3) 
functions as the onset to the following syllable, and schwa occurs in a C;SC syllable in the first 
four forms. In the last two forms' to tum over' and 'talk roughly' the glide which is the second 
consonant of the root vocalizes, so that a full vowel occupies the syllable nucleus rather than 
schwa. 

'''This predicate lkwist) is also used to mean 'confess your sins' (SP 27/08/96: 361). 
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5.1.1 Control transitivizer with "exceptional" Weak Roots (CC) 

The following examples provide crucial evidence that the shape of the control transitivizer 
cannot be determined by root-shape alone. Previous descriptive generalizations state that weak 
roots of the form C;)C take -t as the shape of the control transitivizer. In this section, I argue that 
root shape is not what is crucial here but rather whether or not the resulting surface form leaves 
schwa in a stressed open syllable or not. It is the constraint *C;S drives deletion of the vowel 
associated with the control transitivizer !-at/. 

Notice that the forms in (50) below involve CR' roots where C2 is a glottalized resonant. Since 
*C;} and *R'!onset drive the restructuring of the glottalized resonant as argued in §'1.1 above. 
Since the constraint which bans schwa in a stressed open syllable (*C;}) is satisfied by the glottal 
in the coda of the stressed syllable, there is no need to delete the vowel associated with the 
transitivizer as well. Within a grammar of surface constraints, constraint violation is minimal. 
The vowel !aI of the transitivizer undergoes reduction as described above in order to further 
enhance the prominence of the stressed syllable. 

(50) 

Input 
~rh-at 
tg-at 
xw-at-eut 

0utpJt 
[~€7;}mAthJ 
[ta7gAt] 
[xWa7wa80t] 

*v-dclelioo 
·[~;)7. mth] 
·[t;)7.gt] 
·[xw ;)7.waeoth] 

Gloss 
dry it 

freeze 5./. 

builda lue 

Source 
MH/SP 30/08/97: 9 

AM 1997 
SP 30/08/97: III 

The effects of the constraints are summarized in (51) 

(5\) !~rh-at/ 

~5rh-at 
~;S7. mat 
~E7. mat 
~E? mAt 

5.1.2 Implications 

input 

syllabification: ;) epenthesis 
glottal restructuring 
schwa colouration 
vowel reduction 

Constraint 

Proper Headedness 
satisfies ·C;) 
C-V feature sharing 
reduce weight of non-head 

The final t of the control transitivizer deletes when it is followed by a coronal affricate 
([-continuant)) such as [e, t6 ], as shown by the data in (52). The constraint *COR COR bans 
coronal [-continuants] between an affix and a following subject c1itic (including fused 
subject/future forms like t6;)m). 
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(~~) t-deletion 

Input Output ·COR-COR Gloss Source 
('at-at [Utt,tj (root-affix) cut it up M(i OV06/98: 23 

i'al-al cxw [((tACXW) ·CrtAt cxw you cut it up MG 03106/98: 24.a 
~al-al I"m ,UtAI'\,m) *tttAt (''';lm I will cut il up M(; 03/06/98 
,;;11-<11- 'ld e (tt'IAlo'te) I root-affix) I already cuI illlp MG 03106/9R: 26.a 
,;al-al c [UIAC) *UtAt C I cut it lip MG 03/06/98: 25 

1,'(-aAul !'loqWflot] *'Liqwtflol fealher-self AM 28106/97: 72 

sq-aAul [s;\qflot] *s:SqIBot sigh Cedar-to-COROM 
Sl1-aflut 11 [S'\(lflolhj ·ssqlflot legs spread alit (·cdar·lo-(·OR()M 
Ip-aAut (I,\ph(}ot) * Hptflot snubs.o. MGlMH29108/97: 99 

rhere arc cases in which Ihe final I of Ihe transitive suffix is subject to deletion, lWd the vowel 
/-al of Ihe Iransitivizer is also constrained to delete due to *C;S. This results in forms which have 
no surface realization for the control transitive morpheme l-atJ, as shown by the data in the (x') 
examples in (53). The examples in (53.a-53.c) show that these roots take the control transtivizer 
I-all. 

(<;3) 

Input Output Gloss Source 
a. gt)w-al-as [g<iqWt:ls) he dragged it Ell 06105/99: 16 
;t'. gtjw-al can [goqWclII] I dragged it Ell 06/05/99: 17 

h. IMP-~-m " [~m] turning MG 1988: 474 
b'. ~-at cxw [~CXW] you spin it MG 1988: 473 
c. tq-al [1:Sqt ~ t'\qt] close it Ell 21101199: I 
c'. tq-at can sm [1:SqclII S:lm I I'll close it Ell 01104/99: 14 

Notice thai Ihe gloss for the (x') examples clearly indicates that these forms are semantically 
Iransitive. The sentence in (54) provides syntactic support for this position since the direct 
ohject can he expressed hy an overt Noun Phrase (NP), [I:l 7Emlll] 'the door'. 

''This predicate means 'legs spread out in an unhecoming manner'. It could also be used in a more modern 
n>nlcxt to reler to a number of different stretching positions in an aerobics class, for example. The meaning is 
determined hy the contexl in which il is uscd. 

"This root indicates a circular Inotion. as you would turn a glass, or the continual rotation of a Ferriswheel, for 
example. The root I~ is underlined to indicated thaI it is an inherently retracted root (or a root with an underlying 
PilAR fealllfe which largels vowels and coronal consnnants). cf Remnant (19<)0), Bessel (1992) for a similar 
analysis for Lillooet (Salish) 
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(54) 
Iq-al 
c1ose-CTr 

can sm t:l 7imin 
I sgSu Fut det dnor 

[t;\qClII S:lm t;l 7Emlll] 

'I'll close Ihe door' (Ell 01104/99: 14) 

If the verb were intransitive, then one would expect an oblique NP headed by the preposition 7;), 
as in (54'), however, this is not the observed surface fonn. 

(54') 
*tq-at 
c1ose-CTr 

can sm 7:l 
IsgSu Fut Obi 

*[t;$qCln S:lm 7;, t:l 7Emm] 

'1'1\ close the door' 

t:l 7imin 
det door 

5,2 Lack of s-Nominalizer and C-Prefixes in Sliammon 

(EH 01104/99: 14) 

One o,f th~ strikin~ properties of Sliam~on is the absence of the lexical nominalizing 
pr~fix s- which IS found m all of the ~ther Sahs~ languages (cf. Davis 1970: 15). Compare the 
~haf!1mon (SI) and Sechelt (Se) fonns m (55) which show the absence of this widespread prefix 
m Shammon. Sechelt data from Beaumont (1985), abbreviated RCB. 

(55) 
a. [mixwl't] 
a'. [sn;SxW(t] 

b. [9Wiy~) 
b. [qW A}>xl 
b'. [sqW AYlXI 

c. [XW AS J 
c. [XWAS] 
c'. [SXw,\s] 

d. [ttiml§] 
d'. [stoml§] 

'dugout canoe' 
<snixwilh> 'canoe' 

'wood' 
'firewood' 

<skw'cye&> 'firewood' 

<sxwes> 

'animal fat, lard' 
'animal fat, lard' 
'grease' 

'man' 
<sttimish> 'man' 

(SIIMG 26/07/88: 62) 
(SeIRCB 1985:24) 

(SI/MG 22110/88:198) 
(SIIMG 23/05/98: 32) 
(SeIRCB 1985: 143) 

(SIIMG23110/88: 332) 
(SIIAM 27/06/97: 4) 
(SeIRCB 1985:276) 

(SIIMG 22110/88: 141) 
(SeIRCB 1985:24) 

Sliammon also lacks non-reduplicative consonantal prefixes (C-) often found in other Salish 
languages. 
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In this paper it is argued that the lack of non-reduplicative prefixes in general follows 
li·om (i) the constraint on stressed schwas in open syllahles (*C;S), and (ii) from the undominated 
constraint which requires that the left-edge of the PrWd is aligned with the left-edge of the 
lexical stem. Reduplicative prefixes in the language are within the domain of stem-formation, as 
well as within the domain of the prosodic word since they receive primary stress in word-initial 
position. ('onsider what would happen if a non-reduplicative prefix were posited in the input 
form. 

(50) Is-CVCVI 
Is-eVCVI 
Is-('VCVI 
Is-CVCVI 

*[ s~ . CvCv] ;l-epenthesis 
*[sCvCv] 
*lsCvCv] 
[evCv] 

*C;S 
*Complex onset 
*Foot Form: trochaic 
*Affix faith 

It is argued here that if a C- prefix were posited in the input that the surface constraint in the 
grammar would militate against surface realization of that prefix at the. cost of underparsing the 
features associated with IC- I. 

6.0 Conclusions 

This is a paper which presents work in progress on the representation and distribution of 
schwa in Sliammon. Schwa is claimed to be (i) Nuclear and (ii) non-moraic. Initial findings 
regarding the distribution of epenthetic schwa show that schwa tends to be epenthesized at the 
len-edge of the word for purposes of stress assignment. Schwa is not epenthesized into word
final clusters which exceed limitations on syllabification. Instead a CC-cluster is parsed as a 
Minor syllahle. These findings explain the asymmetry between the beginnings of words in 
Sliammon which generally allow a single pre-vocalic consonant (as onset), and the ends of 
words in which there are as many as three post-vocalic consonants. (cf. Blake 1992: 57) The 
final CC oftcn constitutes a minor syllable (onset and syllabic obstruent). 

It was also shown that there are constraints in Sliammon which prevent schwa from 
occurring in a stressed open syllable. This constraint ·(Cl) is shown to have implications not 
only for the phonology but also for the morpho-syntactic structure of the language. 
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